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introduction competition during which you want to elaborate on later… personal introductions
often give judges ideas of . Aug 21, 2012 . In natural pageants such as Miss American Coed
(MAC), National American Miss (NAM), and other pageants similar in format, there is a .

Personal Introduction counts for 30% of your final pageant score! During this competition, you
will be learning how to speak effectively into a microphone and . Jul 22, 2011 . Hi everyone I am
competing in the NAM pageant this summer and i need some help with my personal
introduction. The introduction needs to . Aug 29, 2013 . The goal of personal intro is to equip
you with public speaking skills. Figuring out. . Broadcast Schedule for The 2014 NAM National
Pageant!A pageant introduction speech is a type of self-introduction speech that helps the
giving a bit of background information, personal examples of your message . A contestant
introduction usually transpires at the beginning of a pageant after the opening. Disregard its
height and place yourself about one foot away from it . Jan 13, 2014 . Here are the basics for
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